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The recently proposed mechanism for reducing the finite SU(5) grand unification theory 
(GUT) to the minimal supersymmetric standard тодеl (MSSM) is reanalyzed апд simplified. 
For the scalar SU(2) х U(l) invariant Нiggs doublet potential that results from SU(5) symmetry 
breaking to have по dangerous directions, а restriction оп the parameters of the unified theory 
should Ье imposed. At the same time, this r.:striction guarantees that the scalar Higgs doublet 
potential has а minimum at zero at the G UT scale, апд the low-energy theory appears to Ье 
exactly the MSSM. 

1. INТRODUCTION 

@1997 

The supersymmetric (SUSY) field theories have remarkable properties in the ultraviolet 
range. The no-renormalization theorem for N = 1 SUSY theories [1] guarantees absence 
of divergences in quantum corrections to the superpotential. The only possible divergences in 
these theories (in the background field method) are the logarithrnic divergences ofthe two-point 
Green functions of gauge and chiral superfields. If the group and the multiplet contents of the 
N = 1 theory are chosen in some particular way, these divergences disappear at the one-loop 
level too. This occurs as the result of mutual canceHation of the divergent contributions [roт 
gauge and Yukawa interactions [2]. The gauge groups and the multiplet contents ofthe theories 
for which this cancellation is possible have Ьееп classified in [3]. In Refs. [2,4] it has Ьееп 
shown that one-loop finiteness guarantees two-loop finiteness of the theory without imposing 
new conditions, but this requirement appeared to Ье insufficient for the theory to Ье [гее from 
ultraviolet divergences at the three-Ioop level [5]. However, ап algorithm for constructing ап 
N = 1 SUSY field theory finite in аН orders of perturbation theory has Ьееп proposed and 
а finite ВU(5) grand unification theory (GUT) was constructed [6]. The method used there 
was based оп fine-tuning of the Yukawa coupling constants in each new order of perturbation 
theory. The only requirement imposed оп the theory for this algorithm to work is one-loop 
finiteness (and, automatically, two-loop finiteness) [6]. 

The idea of complete finiteness ofthe unified theory is уегу attractive, and it is not surprising 
that тапу efforts have Ьееп made to derive low-energy predictions of the finite unified theory 
and compare them with modem experimental data [7]. Рог this purpose the standard approach 
is used: it is assumed that ВU(5) symmetry is spontaneously broken at the unification scale, 
and the unified theory is reduced to а low-energy supersymmetric theory with the corresponding 
boundary conditions for the coupling constants ofthe low-energy Lagrangian at the GUT scale. 
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Then, the renormalization group equation method is applied to get quantities ofthe Lagrangian 
at the e1ectroweak sca1e, where spontaneous breaking ofthe e1ectroweak symmetry occurs [8,9]. 

A1though the опе-1оор finiteness conditions fix the gauge groups and the mu1tip1et contents 
of the finite N = 1 SUSY theory, they allow considerable arbitrariness in the Yukawa and 
mass matrices [10]. In this situation the main guiding princip1es in choosing the finite GUT 
are simp1icity and aesthetic attractiveness ofthe unified theory. In Ref. [11], the finite GUT 
satisfying these requirements was comp1ete1y investigated in consistent way. The mode1 was 
based оп the SU(5) gauge group and is the simp1est finite GUT compatible with the 10w-energy 
phenomeno10gy. lts distinction from the minima1 SUSY SU(5) GUT mode1 is in the extension 
of the Higgs sector: it contains eight Нiggs superfie1ds instead of two in the minima1 SU(5) 
GUT [12]. The Yukawa and mass parts of the Lagrangian are chosen in the most economic 
way. Soft supersymmetry breaking takes р1асе at the P1anck sca1e Мр due to the appearance 
ofsoft terms in the Lagrangian [13,14]. А universa1 form for these terms at the P1anck sca1e is 
assumed [14]. In Ref. [11], the condition offiniteness was extended to them, which resu1ted in 
the comp1ete1y finite theory between Мр and МСUТ. Comp1ete finiteness in this case means 
that по charge or mass coup1ing of the theory changes in this energy range. То get the small 
initia1 mass parameters of the 10w-energy theory from the 1arge mass parameters of the unified 
theory, the usua1 fine-tuning procedure was used in Ref. [11]. This procedure generates the 
hierarchy of the mass sca1es in the doublet part of the SU(5) superpotentia1 which decoup1es 
from the trip1et part of the 1atter after spontaneous breaking of the SU(5) symmetry. 

In the treatment ofthe 10w-energy part ofthe finite GUT mode1 in Ref. [11], in addition 
to the matter superfie1ds of the minima1 supersymmetric standard mode1 (MSSM) three Higgs 
doublets were inc1uded in the 10w-energy Lagrangian. То get the Нiggs potentia1 at the 
e1ectroweak sca1e, the renorma1ization group equations for the parameters of the potentia1 
were used. According to the radiative symmetry-breaking scenario [8], the parameters of the 
sca1ar Higgs potentia1 yie1d nontrivia1 vacuum expectation va1ues of the sca1ar Higgs fie1ds at 
the e1ectroweak sca1e. Due to the degeneracy of the Yukawa couplings with respect to the 
generations of the matter superfie1ds [11, 15], the quark and 1epton mass spectrum at the G UT 
sca1e in this mode1 is comp1ete1y determined Ьу the spectrum of vacuum expectation va1ues of 
the Higgs fields at the e1ectroweak sca1e. 

In this paper, the 10w-energy part of this finite theory is ana1yzed in а simp1er and more 
efficient way than that of Ref. [11]. Name1y, the finite GUT is shown to reduce to the MSSM 
after spontaneous breaking of the SU(5) symmetry at the unification sca1e. The parameters of 
the e1ecttoweak Lagrangian need not Ье evo1ved down to 10w energies in this approach. 

2. FINIТE GUТ 

In this section, а brief review of the main points of the soft1y broken supersymmetric finite 
SU(5) mode1 constructed in [11] is proposed. The mu1tip1et contents of the mode1 and its 
Lagrangian were described therc. The sector of the chira1 matter and Higgs superfie1ds has the 
following contents (in terms of the irreducible representations of SU(5»: 

Matter fie1ds : 'Pi - 5, Лi -10, i = 1,2,3, 
Нiggs fie1ds : Фа - 5, Фа - 5, L - 24, а = 1,2,3,4, 

where i and а are the generation indices of the matter and Higgs superfie1ds, respective1y. 
The most genera1 form of the superpotentia1 for the theory having this field content is [6] 
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where €Oi(3-уБ<7 is а completely antisymmetric tensor. The last three terms, which would violate 
the baryon and lepton numbers at the tree levels and lead to (В - L)-nonconservation, are 
usually ignored. 

The one-Ioop finiteness conditions of the two-point Green's functions in the theory with 
the аЬоуе potential are [6] 

4 L Aij(A~j)* + 254 L Сае(СЬе)* + 4 L E~e(Ebe)* = 1: ibab , 
i,j е i,e 

3 L Bi/Bfj)* + 254 L Сеа(СеЬ )* + 254 L Fia(Fib )* = ~2 g2bab , 
i,j е i 

4 L Aik(Ajk)* + 254 L Ла(Fjа )* + 4 L G7l(G;l)* = 152 g2bij , (1) 
a,k а l,k 

2 L AkJAk)* + 3 L Bik(Bjk)* + 2 L E~b(E~b)* + 2 L Gkl(G~l)* = 158 g2bij , 
a,k a,k а,Ь k,l 

L СаЬ(СаЬ )* + 251 DD* + L Fia(Fia )* = 5g2• 

а,Ь i,a 

In [11] the following simple ansatz for the Yukawa matrices of the superpotential was 
proposed: 

~ - ,- У2 Y~ 
W = УjЧ'iКijФiЛj + УjЧ'iФ4Лi + gФiЛiЛi + gФ4ЛiЛi + 

- ,- У4 3 - - МО 2 + УЗФi 5ijLФj + УЗФ4LФ4 + зL + Ф,МijФj + Ф4МФ4 + T L , (2) 

where the 5U(5) indices are omitted, but сап easily Ье recovered in а covariant manner. The 
potential (2) istaken in this form so that each generation of the matter interacts with its pair 
of Нiggs fields, while the fourth pair of the Higgs fields is coupled with аН the generations of 
matter as weH as the Higgs pair ofthe minimal SUSY 5U(5) GUT. In [6] it is demonstrated that 
the Yukawa matrices corresponding to this specific ansatz will not Ье changed Ьу the quantum 
corrections if the Yukawa couplings in (2) satisfy the conditions of one-loop finiteness (1) and 
if their necessary fine tuning is performed in each order of perturbation theory step Ьу step. 

The presence ofunitary К and 5 matrices does not contradict the finiteness conditions (1). 
The matrix К is necessary to create the initial mixing of the quark fields at the unification 
scale (that is, initial values of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix). As for the matrix 5, 
it contains аН initial information about the hierarchy of the quark mass spectrum at this scale. 
This role of 5 will Ьесоmе clear below. 

From the no-renormalization theorem for the superpotential [1] it foHows that the mass 
parameters Мо , М, and M ij are not fixed Ьу the requirement of one-Ioop finiteness. If МО 
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is negative, the unified ВU(5) symmetry is broken Ьу the vacuum expectation value of ~ [11]: 

v 
v 

where V '" МО/У4 '" 1016 Gey. 

v 
3 --v 
2 

3 --v 
2 

After breaking of the ВU(5) symmetry, the Нiggs quintets Фа and Фа split into doublets 
and triplets. Ав сап ье seen from (2), their mass terms 100k Шее 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

, 
АН the mass parameters in these relations are оп the order ofthe Маuт scale. То genemte 

light initial boundary values for the masses in the doublet part of the Higgs sector of the unified 
theory, which should Ье radiatively corrected to give the mass parameters at the electroweak 
scale, it is necessary to carry out а fine-tuning procedure. For tbls purpose, the foHowing trick 
was used in Ref. [Щ. 

First, the unitary matrix S was represented as 

where Х and Х are real orthogonal matrices, D is а unitary diagonal matrix, and 1 is а unit 
matrix. The solution ofthe one-Ioop finiteness conditions for the specific ansatz ofthe Yukawa 
matrices used in the superpotential (2) has still some arbitmriness [11], which сап Ье used to 
set y~ = О. This allows one to absorb one common phase into the redefinition of the fields. 
Therefore, in what follows it is supposed that 8з = О. It is necessary to note that y~ = о implies 
that the fourth pair of the Higgs doublets (4) remains heavy in any case. 

Second, the requirement of one-Ioop finiteness does not restrict the mass roatrjx ..аlы , This 
matrix сап Ье written as 

М = X(RI + T'D)X T , 

where R and т' are some heavy mass parameters, 

R '" т' '" V. 

Now, if the fourth pair of the Higgs doublets and its Yukawa interactions are omitted, the 
SU(2) х U(1) invariant superpotential at the Маuт scale сап ье represented as 
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W = ( f!s9Q;KijH': Di + f!s9L~Hia Ei + ffsgQ~H':Ui) ЕаЬ + 

+ { Hia [X(RI + Т D)XT] ij Hj} ЕаЬ, (5) 

where а, Ь = 1,2 are the ВU(2) indices and fl2 = 1, and the following notation is used 

, 3 
Т = Т - "2УЗV' 

The three pairs of Нiggs doublets have the quantum numbers 

(6) 

while the other superfields in (5) are the usual matter superfields of the MSSM [16]. 
In addition, the following soft supersymmetry breaking terms must Ье added to the 

superpotential (5): 

WSSB = mб ~ l4'il2 + ~ ( ml/2 ~ ЛkЛk + н.с.) + 

+ в {н,: [X(RI + TD)XTJ ij Н} + с.с.} ЕаЬ + 

+ (ADYDi/jKijH,:d; + АLУLЧ H':ei + AUYui/: H':Ui + с.с.) Еаь, (7) 

where 4'i denotes аll scalar fields with common mass mб at the unification scale, and Лk are the 
gauginos with common mass ml/2 at the same scale. Aside from the gauginos, аН other fields 
in Wss B are the 10w scalar components ofthe corresponding superfields. The notation for the 
scalar Higgs doublets in (7) coincides with the corresponding superfield notation (6). These soft 
supersymmetry breaking terms сап Ье reduced from the corresponding ВU(5) invariant terms 
ofthe unified theory after the ВU(5) symmetry breaking [11]. 

Having rotated the superfields H i and Hi as 

Hi = (Х H')i = XiIH; + Xi2H~ + ХiЗН~, 
Hi = (Х H')i = XiIH; + Xi2H~ + ХiЗН~, 

where н: and н: are the new Нiggs superfields, опе сап convenient1y rewrite (5) as 

W = (YDQ;KijXikH~a Di + YLL~XikH~a Ei + YuQ~XikH~aUi) ЕаЬ + 

(8) 

(9) 

+ [H:a(RI + TD)ijH?J Еаь, (10) 

and (7) as 

W SSB = m& ~ l4'il2 + ~ ( ml/2 ~ ЛkЛk + н.с.) + 

+ в [H:a(RI + т D)ijH'/ + с.с.] ЕаЬ + 

+ (ADYDi/jKijXikH~ad; + АLУLЧХikн~аеi + AUYui/: XikH~aUi + с.с.) ЕаЬ. (11) 
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То get the light Нiggs doublet pair, а fine tuning procedure should ье perforrned: 

R + т = f.L '" 103 GeV. (12) 

The fine-tuning procedure is more meaningful than in the other GUТs, since in the finite model 
попе of the parameters is running аЬоуе the GUT scale. 

As сап Ье seen from (10) and (11), the first two components in the decompositions (8) 
and (9) remain heavy, whi1e the third components H~ and Щ Ьесоте light. Ву the decoupling 
theorem [17], only this pair need Ье taken into account in the etТective low-energy theory, whose 
superpotential takes the following [оrrn at the unification scale: 

where 

W = (УDnД;Кijй~а D i + УLniL~й~а Ei + уunД~ЩаUi) €aЬ + 

+ в (f.LЙ~а ЩЬ) €aЬ, 

The сопеsропdiпg soft supersymmetry breaking terms are 

WSS B = m~ ~ l<Pil 2 + ~ ( ml/2 ~ ЛkЛk + н.с) + В (f.LЙ~а ЩЬ + с.с.) €aЬ + 

+ (А - ---ьк н-lad- + А - JЪZ н-'а- + А ---Ьн,а- + ) DYDni% ij 3 i LYLni i 3 ei UYUniQi 3 Ui С.с. €aЬ· 

(13) 

(14) 

Here <Pi denotes alllight scalar fields ofthe etТective low-energy theory. In analogy with (7), the 
notation for the scalar Higgs doublets in (14) coincides with the notation ofthe сопеsропding 
superfields. 

Equations (13) and (14) are the usual superpotential and soft supersymmetry breaking 
potential ofthe MSSM [16], respectively. As is well known, in the MSSM there is по problem 
with unification of the gauge coupling constants of MSSM at а single point at а very high 
scale [18]. Moreover, оn1у in the supersymmetric model with two Higgs doublets this unification 
is possible [19]. 

As сап Ье seen from (13), аll inforrnation about the quark mass hierarchy at the GUT 
scale is contained in the Нiggs sector ofthe finite unified theory, namely, in the unitary Higgs 
mixing matrix S : 

УU = nуU y D = nyD 
~ 1., 1. 1., 
И _ 4 

У - Vi5 9CUT , (15) 

where gCUT is а gauge coupling constant of the unified theory. 
These conclusions are natural and сопесt, and there are по subtle points if the full scalar 

Higgs doublet potential has по dangerous directions (along these directions it сап Ье unbounded 
below) and has absolute minimum at zero at the unification scale. Since the full scalar Higgs 
potential has а rather complicated structure because of the large number of Нiggs fields, this is 

. not obvious. In the next section, а condition wi1l Ье written for the parameters of the unified 
superpotential which is necessary to guarantee this. 
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3. DOUBLET POTENТIAL АТ ТНЕ GUТ SCALE 

The scalar Нiggs doublet potential arises from the superpotential (13) and minimal SUSY 
gauge interaction, when аН nondynamical components of the Нiggs and gauge superfie1ds are 
eliminated, and fют the сопеsропdiпg soft supersymmetry break.ing part (14) [16]. Непсе, 

the fuH potential has the following form at the unification scale: 

V(Й:, Щ) = (m5 + R2 + Т2 ) (~IЙ:12 + ~ IЩI2) + 

+RT(D* + D)ij (й;t Йj + H;t Hj) + в [й;а(RI + TD)ijH? + с.с.] ЕаЬ + 

+9' ~ у" [~IЙil' -~ IН;I'] , + ": [( й;' й;)' (й;' й;) - (~IЙ:I') , + 

+ (Н;' Н;)' (Н;' Н;) - (~IН;I')' + 2 ( й;' Н;)' (й;' Н;)] , (16) 

where summation over the repeating Higgs generation indices is implied. Also, it is assumed 
for brevity that 

It is more convenient to introduce the new notation 

f..L=R+T, 

and rewrite the potential (16) as 

V = Mf (IЙ;1 2 + IH;12) + Mi (IЙ~12 + IH~12) + m2 (IЙ~12 + IЩI2) + 
+ в (...4(\ ei'Yl й;а н;Ь + ...4(2ei'Y2 й~а щь + f..LЙ~а H~Ь) ЕаЬ + 

+ у' ~ у" [~IЙ:I' -~ IН;I'] , + ~ [(й;' й;)' (й;' й;) - (~IЙ:I')' + 

+ (Н;' Н;) • (Н;' Н;) - ( ~ IН; 1') , + 2 ( й;' Н; )' (й;' Н; )] . (17) 

Having parametrized the Higgs doublets as 

( О) - -(v) Hi = Ui Vi ' Hi = И i о' , 
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where Ui and Ui are some ВU(2) matrices, and Vi and Vi are positive, опе сап derive that 
when the quartic terms in (17) vanish the condition for positivity of the quadratic part of (17) 
is 

where 

Mf(o:T + f3t) + Mi(o:~ + f3~) + m2(o:~ + f3~) -
- 21 BJt11O:1f31 - 21BJt21O:2f32 - 2lВмlо:зf3з ;::: о, 

o:i + o:~ + o:~ = 1, f3t + f3i + f3s = 1, 

Vi = O:iVL.i v;, Vi = f3iJL.i v;. 

(18) 

This requirement is necessary to provide stability of (17) in these directions. The quadratic 
form (18) is obviously positive if the fol1owing conditions are satisfied: 

Mf;::: IBJt11, 

Mi;::: IBJt21, 

m 2 ;::: IBMI· 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

The conditions (19) and (20) hold in апу case due to our fine-tuning procedure (12) (it is 
assumed that В'" м). Note that if(21) is violated, the quadratic form would Ье negative when 

Thus, the condition 

(22) 

is necessary for the stability of the potential (17) for large fields. At the same time, as сап Ье 
seen from (18) and (19)-(21), the restriction (22) guarantees the positivity of the scalar Higgs 
potential (16) оп апу field configurations. This means that after spontaneous breaking of the 
ВU(5) symmetry the scalar Нiggs doublet potential has its only and absolute minimum at zero 
at the GUT scale. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the SUSY ВU(5) finite theorywith ап R-symmetrical and (B-L)-conserving 
superpotential has Ьееп considered. The Yukawa matrices of this theory were chosen in the 
simplest possible way, and their values were fixed Ьу the condition of finiteness ир to some 
arbitrariness. This arbitrariness, and the arbitrariness in the choice of the mass matrices that 
are not restricted Ьу the condition of finiteness, сап Ье used to reduce the finite GUT to the 
MSSM after the ВU(5) symmetry breaking at the unification scale. Reduction to the MSSM is 
necessary because only in а SUSY theory with two Higgs doublets the unification of the gauge 
couplings of the MSSM at а single point is possible [18]. In the supersymmetric theories with 
а more extended Нiggs sector such aunification is problematical [19]. 

In this work, the analysis of the reduction of the finite G UT to the MSSM is simpler than 
that in [11]. For the low-energy theory to Ье self-consistent, it is necessary that the scalar 
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Higgs doublet potential Ьауе по dangerous directions and Ьауе ап absolute global minimum at 
zero at the unification scale after the ВU(5) symmetry Ьrеаkiч.g. These requirements impose 
the restriction (22) оп the parameters of the finite GUT. If this restriction holds, both the 
requirements асе met. As [ос the rest, after the ВU(5) symmetry breaking опе gets the MSSM 
as the low-energy theory with the boundary conditions at the GUT scale [ос the Yukawa 
couplings (15). 
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